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Introduction

IViany people have misoanceptions about what it takes to produce
a piece of writing. Not least among them are teachers. The differ-
ence is that most people do not attempt to teach students to write.
Teachers do. And so it is important to dispel misconceptions that may
get in the way of producing good writing, especially since the pro-
cess of writing is highly individual and can only be generalized with-
in broad bounds.

Two misconceptions that are most detrimental to teaching_ writing
effectively are I) writing is a deliberate, linear process, and 2) there-
fore, it is essendal for teachers to teach students to write in a deliber-
ate, linear fashion. The first notion is true of only some writing
produced by some writers. It is certainly not trt.,,:t of all writing or
of all writers, maybe nor even most writing or most writers. Conse-
quently, no foundation exists for the second notion.

This complex task called writing may be approached in deliberate,
linear fashion; but there is nothing that says it must be. Indeed, ny
writers produce a piece of writing without apparent deliberation and
withk,-.1z going through the traditional linear steps of prewriting, writ-
ing/drafting, editing/revision, and so on. Syndicated columnist Wil=
ham F. BLckley Jr., for instance, has been criticized on occasion for
writing "fast," by which his critics mean that he apparently skips many
of the traditional steps between conception of an idea and written
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prOduct. His pointed reply is that "there is no necessary correlation
Vetween profimdity of thought and length of time spent on thought"
(Buckley 1986).

Buckley is right, of course. And so why shouldn't there be students
Who avoid deliberate, linear approaches and yet produce successful
Writing? And why should teachIrs feel compelled to train these stu-
dents to use teacher-prescribed patterns that, for these students at least,
are unnatural and ill-suited?

Perhaps a better model for thinking about writing is one that is more
cyclic than linear, one in which the mental processes used to create
a written proiuct are rwiprocal and interactive. Writers (and teachers)
who have thought mui: about writing often come to the conclusion
that the process is mme like a wrestling match than a foot race. The
elements of the process are more likely to get all mixed up than to
run in neat, parallel courses toward a product finish line. The pro-
cess of wr;ting simply is not neat in most cases; it does no good to
pretend drit ft is and to teach based on that pretence. Let's admit that
writing is inherently messy inisiness and learn to live with it, to wrestle
with it, and to teach students to deal with the messiness.



A Model for Writing

In thinking about how writing happens, it is helpful to- conceptual-
ize it as three phases: stimulus, process,_and product. Figure 1 illus-
trates these three pliaies ffir more neatly that the act of writing usually
proceeds for most writers, whether they be students or profession-
als. What actually occurs_as a writer moves through each phase reflects
the idiosyncracies of the writer, working both consciously and
subconsciously.

PROESS

MENTAL
PHYSICAL

STIMULUS PRODUCT
Figure 1

Let ut conSider StimuluS first. Writers do not write out of thin air;
their ideas do not arise from spontaneous generation; Rather, they
write in response to thought, to converution, to observation; or to
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some other initial "spark" that lightS the creative fire. The stimulus for
writing is not necessarily anything Very esoteric. Many writers write
because they are assigned a subject (for eitaniple, reporters, colum-
nists; business writers, etc.), but haVing a topic assigned does not nec-
essarily result in writing inferior to that Of Writers who select their own
topics. Assigned writing tasks often reSult in highly creative products.

Many authorities on writing ....vocate that students be allowed to
choose their_ own writing topics, becauSe stndent interest is a great
motivation for writing. In the reta World, however, writing topics are
often assigned by others. Therefore, it seem§ prudent for teachers
to strike a balance between the number of topics students can choose
for themselves and the :lumber that are Selected for them.

The process phase of writing can be diVided into mental and physi-
cal components; The three-phase model of Figure 1 visualizes these
components as a kind of highway diVided intO two lanes. The driver
on this highway, the writer, proceeds from Stimulus toward product
(a piece of writing) by _way of either lane, crOSSing from one to the
othei at will and even straddling the line, a;; in "stream of conscious-
ness" writing where thoughts are recOrded as they occur.

The mental component include.; such activities as brainstorming,
analyzing; rehearsing; organizing, and evaluating. The physical com-
ponent is not limited to the mechanical taSk Of Writing or typing; it
might include acting out, talking to oneself or Others, moving about,
drawing; or other activities, which may or may not be eosely related
to the accompanying mental processes. Out Of this dual-track of the
process phase eventually emerges a product.

Product as used here means a pie-ce of writing of some kind but
not necessarily a finished composition. A prodUct may be merely a
set of notes or random jottings. It may be an outline or a list of ideas.
It may be a diagram ora word map. WhateVer ferm it takel, it is
the tangible, recorded response to the process phaSe. This %esponse
then recycles and becomes part of the stimuluS = along with con-
tinued thinking; external comment or criticism, More observation or
ieading for additional processing. Thus, the cyclic nature of the
model is established; Only after a series of cycles do most writers
reach the final product of a written composition.
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Figure 2

Figure 2 completes the model by showing the spiraling; cyclic; or
recursive nature of the three phases. The road to good writing; to
carry out the analogy, may be one of few loops and curves or many,
depending on the writer, the writing task, and other factors that either
facilitate or impede the writing act.

While writing is seldom as neat as the illustrative itiodel; the con-
ceptualization does visually fit the nature of writing as long as one
realizes that Figure 2 is only one of an infinite variety of loops and
curves that might occur in any given writing project. More or fewer
loops, longer stretches on the process "highway," and more or fewer
product/stimulus stop-overs are all possibilities depending on the id-
iosyncrasies of the writer and the writing project itself. But evert with
all these variations, it is clear that the process ph?se of the model
is at the heart of writing. Therefore; it is the process phase that we
shall examini more closely.
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Exanahling the Process Phase

The real heart of writing is that grotmd between stimulus and prod-
uct, the process phase. Therefore, let us examine this phase from three
perspectives: 1) consciousness, 2) speed and elaboration, and 3) men-
tal/physical interaction.

Consciousness. Graham Wallas (1926) characterized thinking as
occuring in four stages: 1) preparation, 2) incubation, 3) illumina-
tion, and 4) verification. These four stages are useful for understand-
ing the process phase of writing.

A writer prepares to write by gathering ideas and information, by
developing a plan of attack, by setting limits for the writing project,
and so on. These are both mental and physithl processes, since an
activity such as gathering information requires bOth thinking about
ideas and the physical act of accumulating boolcS, articles, and other
data.

Following the preparation stage., the writer enters the incubation
stage, during which the mental process is suspended at the conscious
level but continues at a subconscious leve _a example of how the
incubation stage works is when we are faced with a tough decision
and we are advised to "sleep on ir before making the decision fly
following this advice, we allow our subconscious to take over the
thought process so as to bring some kind of order to the preparatory
data that has been consciously stored. Incubation seves as a catalyst



for thought, talg tharaw elements of ideas and enabling us to under-
stand them more clearly; to see patterns and relationships, and then
to use them in cogent_ systematic ways; _

When we emerge from a stage of incubation, we sometimes say
that we have 'seen the light" Wallas called this stage; appropriately;
illumination; The appearance of a "happy idea" or a sudden inspira-
tion is illuminaticn: Zen Buddhi&t call ohis sudden enlightenment
satori _In writing; kis_ an idea on which to act

By acting, the writer moves into the physical process phase of verifi-
cation, or_ "trying out" _tho idea; Verification may be accomplished
through _rehearsal (for example; talking to someone about it, acting
it out, weking through_theidea)_or through drafting in some mnemon-
ic,notational; or textual form; If recorded in some fashion, the draft
becomesa product_that uWess it is judged_to be in final form, serves
to stimulatcanother cycle of the process phase. The product, in addi-
tion_to its roles _as verifier of the illumination of the prior cycle and
as product/stimulus for thenextcycle, also may serve as preparation
for a subsequent incubation period; Teachers often advise students
who have_written a first draft of a paper to "let it rest awhile" before
attempting a revision: This period of "rest" can become another incu-
bation_ stage in whichthe initial stimulus-process-product cycle leads
to further illumination:

Speed al; d elaborddort_ The rate at which writers pass through Wal-
las' four stages; the extent of elaboration within the stages; and the
number of cycles necessary to move from initial stimulus to final prod-
uct vary greatly among writers. William Zinsser (1983) comments
on writers' individuality:

Some people write by day, others by night. Some people need si-
lence, others turn on the radio. Some write by hand, some by type-
writer, some by talking into a tape recorder. Some people write their
first draft in one long burst and then revise; others can't write the sec-
ond paragraph until they have fiddled endlessly with the first:

Bucldey (1986) recounts that Anthony Trollope imposed e personal--gnat of writing 250 words every 15 minutes in order to reach his daily
quota of 3,500 words; Earle Stanley Gardner; author of the Perry
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Mason mystery novels and countless other books under a variety of
pseudonyms, dictated nonstop to a staff of secretaries. Statesman and
orator John C. Calhoun, accordingto Buckley, composed his speeches
wL le he was plowing his fields. When he had a speech completely
"Written" in his mind, he would return to his study and write it on
paper. "His writing," comments Buckley, "was an act of transcrip-
tion." All of these examples serve to make the point that writing is
a highly individualistic act.

Mental/physical interaction. Interaction between the mental and
physical dimensions of the process phase is a factor contributing to
the individuality of writing. Benjamin Bloom (1986) talks about "au-
tomaticity" as the mastery of any skill to the extent that it can be per-
formed "unconsciour'y with speed arid accuracy while consciously
carrying on other brain functions." Automaticity becomes a factor in
the writing process in the physical dimension, for example, when a
writer becomes an adept typist.

Automaticity is also a factor in the mental dimension of process
when the selection and organization of ideas occur quickly, seem-
ingly without much deliheration. It is this level of automaticity that
allowed Trollope to write consistently publishable prose at the phe-
nomenal rate of 3,500 words each day. Similarly, it is the automat' -
ity of the interaction between mental and physical dimensions that
allowed Calhoun to "transcribt" his speeches without the necessity
of revision. A number of living writers illustrate the automaticity of
interaction. Isaac Asimov, George Simenen, and Buckley himself all
report that they revise their writing only slightly before cc,nsidering
it "final," and yet all have achieved a high lewl of literary
accomplishment.

Just as mental process instructs physical process, so toc does phys-
ical process modify mental process. There are subtle differences in
the way writing is accomplished when drafting is done with pen in
hand compared to sitting at the typewriter. Dictating to a person is
different from dictating to a machine. A person can respond and the
interaction can become part of the process; a machine is mute.

Many writers experience physical process changes when new tech-
nology emerges. For inirance; Henry James found his mobility al-
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tered by the advent of the typewriter: Instead of being able to write
when and where inspiration or inclination struck; using nothing more
than pen and paper, James found himself confined to his study in or-
der to dictate to a typist whose work schedule did not necessarily coin-
cide with when the muse was abroad: Similarly, Isaac Asimov
recounted in a television interview his own struggles to make the tran-
sition from typewriter to computer word processor:

Many writers also find that the influence of physical proc.tss on
mental process can be effectively manipulated. Ernest Hemingway
reputedly preferred to write his style of terse dialogue standing at a
typewriter set atop a bookcase: But he sat at his desk and wrote in
longhand the descriptive passages of his novels:

The extent to which ideas axe processed consciously or subcons-
ciously:, the speed at which the process phase is completed and the
extent of its elaboration; and the deliberatzness or automaticity of in-
teraction between mental and physical processes are all factors that
are highly individualistic in the act of writing. Therefore; it would
be foolhardy to try to prescribe a single formula that; if used consis-
tenily, will make anyone a good writer or will make a good writer
better. So, the question arises: How should this model for writing
direct the way teachers instruct students in the art of writing?

15



Implications for Writing Instruction

eachers are coming to realize that traditional writing instruction
in many classrooms is not only ineffective but often inhibits the de-
velopment of writing competence. But the idea that process is the heart
of the writing curriculum has been slow in coming, because tradi-
tionally the curriculum has focused on the product of writing, which
is akin to saying that the fmal exam in biology, rather than the learn-
ing units leading up to the exam, is the biology curriculum. In the
modeL for writing proposed here, process is the curriculum; written
products are only validators of process.

Using this model, a number of suggestions seem pertinent with re-
gardto teaching students to write well, by which I mean encouraging
students to write using their natural manner of processing.

First, it seems reasonable to suggest that teachers should not make
assumptions about the process characteristics of their students. I* is
easy for teachers to assume that their students mental processs Ftr-
&lel their own_ when, in fact, they may be quite different (WOling
1981). Teachers need to treat process development as uniquely in-
dividual. Although the eventual goal may be creating a competent
written product, the achievement of that goal is not through regimented
prescription of the path to that product.

Viewing writing as a step-by-step procedure may be useful in a
descriptive sense, but the steps should not become prescriptive. In
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fact, the steps can he very useful when they are taken out of seem-
ingly logical order and viewed as the artistic jumble that is real writ-
ing. Yes, it is effective to do prewliting activities and then to hegin
drafting; but sometimes a writer needs to go back to some prewriting
activity during the drafting stage. Editing, to be effective, often re-
quires a return to drafting, maybe even to prewriting. And so on.
In real life the process of writing is messy business. The steps simply
cannot be neatly hoxed and ordered into aprOduct assembly line. And,
of course, the process is and must be different from one type of writ-
ing assignment to the next and from one writer to the next.

Second, students need to understand their own, personal process
characteristics. By understanding better how they work, students can
develop strategies that complement their natural tendencies. Teachers
can help studentS reach this kind of understanding by 1) exploring
the process dimension with students so that they can recognize different
ways of thinking shout writing and different ways that mental and
physical process characteristics interrelate, and 2) asking probing ques-
tions that push students to examine their own mental and physical ac-
tivities as they work on different types of writing projects.

The emphasis on process in this writing model carries one caveat:
process can be imperfect. This is an important distinction from the
traditional, prOduct-oriented writing curriculum. hnperfect pr6ducts

&kik reparts, term papers, etc. have never been acceptable in
the traditional curriculum. Students have been taught from the earli-
est gnzdes that written work, to he acceptable, must he error-free.
Can any teacher really wonder why many students dislike writing and
write as little and as seldom as possible? Imagine how reluctant a boy
might he to ride a bicycle if, while learning to ride, he was criticized
or ridiculed whenever he fell off or had to put a foot down for bal-
ance. Yet, teachers traditionally have expected that written products
should exhibit the perfection of a practiced writer, not the shaky im-
perfections of someone just learning a new skill. The result, as Graves
and Stuart comment, is that "most of us have been taught that we are
unworthy of putting words on paper" (1985).

The _process approach, by contrast, says it. is okay to make mis-
takes. Process implies trial and error. The act of writing itself is what
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the macher should be concerned with. That act, because of its highly
individualistic nature, is subject to all the fumblings of a beginner
at any high!' complex task.

Third, teachers can suggest, demonstrate, and model process op-
tions for students. Without requiring or pre3cribing, teachers can pro-
vide students with ideas to try out for themselves. Teachers should
be able to show students different ways of approaching writing tasks.
For example, by periodically writing along with students, teachers
can model their own processes in writing by "thinking aloud" as they
themselves write. Students who have the opportunity to observe
writers at work may begin by imitating the modeled methods; but
later. as they write more on their own, they will discard, enhance,
and adapt those early imitatio7s to fit their own personal style of
processing.

Another way that teachers can assist beginning writers is to pull
together several models of good writing. (See "Suggested Resources"
at the end of the fastback.) By using examples of good writing and
het E,Ning students to examine tilt. rn critically, teachers can stimulate
thinking about writing. I laing saraple readings effectively, however,
requires moving out of the product-exami,Ation mode and into the
process-examination mode. Typically, in product examination stu-
dents are aske-d to look at the author's organization, use of words,
etc. In process examination the questions are more speculative: why
might the author have chosen this example to support a particular
point? Hoy, lo you think the writer came to choose this set of exam-
ples? And so on. Process examination seeks to get students to probe
behind the words on a page in order to get at the author's manner
of processing, and thereby they gain insights that mazy serve them
as they develop their own ways of going about the act Of writing.

Finally, teachers can expand opportunities for students to examine
how others process by structuring collaborative writing and editing
activities. Collaborative writing, described next, helps students ex-
amine both their own process characteristics and those of their co-
writers and peers.

1 8
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Collaborative Writing

ollaborative writing restructures the writing process, transfona-
ing it from an individual, often solitary, activity into a shared, cooper-
ative experience. In collaborative writing students become co-authors,
in pairs or trios, of a shared product. This product may be a report,
a short story, a play, or simply a paragraph. The key element in col-
laborative writing is process, not product

Collaborative writing need not be confined to the English Of lan-
guage arts classroom. In fact, k is an ideal strategy in scieme and
social studies classes, where students often are asked to unclutake
fairly major research assignments. Tackling a complex scientific in-
vestigation using teams is a common practice both in the classroom
and in"real world" laboratories. Collaborative wrifing can be used
to support su;th an investigation by giviag students the chance to work
as teams thro igh the experiments and then their write-ups, jest as
they might br.: called on to do in a professional laboratory setting.

With zeliaborative writing, students learn from each other in new
and sometimes_novel ways. The process encourages students to ver-
balize about writing itself as well as about the subject of the writing
assionnent. Students are able to share ideas and problems and work
toward a mutually satisfying product The process helps students to
elaborate on initial ideas, to voice and support their opinions, and
to evaluate new intbrmation and ideas all skills with which begin-
ning writers tend to have difficulties.

19
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Getting students to work together effectively and efficiently is the
first instructional challenge. The following guidelines may be useful:

1. Establishing groups. Collaborative writing is accomplished most
effectively by a pair of st,dents, and a writing group should include
no more than three students, hi larger groups the logistics of organizing
the writing process tend to become unwieldy, especially with younger
students. Some teachers find that they can allow students to choose
their own partners; others prefer to pair students whose interests and
personalities seem to be compatible.

2. GroUnd rutes. The watchword in collahorative writing is cooper-
ation, that is, working together. This means that students must learn
to focus on the writing task, not the personalities of their partners.
The contributions of each member are important; criticism must be
directed at ideas, not people. Effective group work of any kind, of
course, depends on the teacher communicating a spil4 of coopera-
tion, the feeling that "we are all in this together." Gro...ind rules should
be brief, clearly understood, and firmly enforced.

3. ASsignments. Collaborative writing assignments should match
the writing levels of ;:tie student group. It is tempting to reason that
two (or three) heads are better than one and to assign more complex
tasks :or group work. This is a mistakt (it could be ii-astrous) be-
cause the process of worldag as a pair or small group is itself a heady
challenge. Initially, a group's assignment should be only as diffica:
as what a single student might ic expected to undertake individually.
Later, as students become comfortable in the group routine, more
challenging assignments can be given.

4. Time &tits. CollaborPtive projelLs tend to !Act more time than
individual assignments. But some time will be needed for the group-
ing process itself, and additional time is required for more ideas to
be discussed and evaluated than would be likely ir. an individual writ.:
ing assignment. By having realistic time limits, groups are it.:-.Aivated
to keep on target.

5. Accountability. Central to the cooperative spirit of collabora-
tive writing is that the group is accountable. This is part of the "we
are all in this together" philosophy. If grades are to be given for the
collaborative product, then they must be group grades not individual



ones. No one is alone in a collaborative experience. A key idea em-
bodied in collaboration is that group support will help prevent individu-
al failure.

The collaborative process involves stddents in learning how to work
with others. One of the group's first decisions will be to decide who
does what. Some groups simply divide the tasks with each student
being responsible for a portion. In other groups, students work on
the whole project together with each individual participating as needed.
The group may designate a recorder to do the actual writing or trade
off the writing task among group members.

While some ways of working are more efficient than others, it is
important that group members evaluate their own methods of opera-
tion and come to their own conclusions. Teachers can assist by sug-
gesting ways of working but should refrain from rigid prescription.
Eventually, pairs or trios that are allowed to work over time will de-
velop unique working relationships that capitalize on the strengths
of individUal members.

In collabbrative writing the beSt supervision often is done ftom a
distance. Monitoring group activities, observing individuals, and
general supervision can be done discreetly to allow the groups to ex-
ercise a responsible degree of freedom. Occasional prbdding may he
necessary to keep groups on task, but often it can be done through
asking questions rather than issuing orders. So.:b questions as What
are you working on now? How did you arrive at the decision? Have
you considered other ways of acomplishing X? challenge students
to think through their writing prole:As. Their answers, in many cases,
will help the teacher k,-tep track of the groups' progress. The teacher's
role is not to direct group work but to ensure that the group is produc-
tive on its own.
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Collaborative Editing

One way to ease into collaborative writing is to begin with col
laborative editing. This form of peer milting uses small groups cr pairs
to edit and revise manuscripts that students have written on their own:

The guidelines for collaborative editing are similar to those for col-
laborative writing:

1. Groups are limited to two or three students.
2. Focus is on evaluating writing not writers.
3. Reasonable deadlines are established for completion of editing

tasks.
4. The group as well as the individual is held accountable for the

success of the process and the resulting produas.

Too often editing is viewed as a mostly mechanical task, involving
the correction of such errors as misplaced commas, improper capitali-
zations; misspellings; lack of subject-verb agreement, run-on sen-
tences; and sentence fragments: Therefore; students get the impression
that mechanical correctness is the most important aspect of compe-
tent writing. They will focus on the essentially decorative at die ex-
pense of real substance; Mechanical correctness is like painting a
house; it is important as a final step in construction and omitting it
would diminish the product, but the paint caanGt chore up a badly
built structure:
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StudentS should hegin the editing process by firr: examining the
most important aspectS of writing. Are the ideas clear? Is each point
develOged thoroughly? Are the paragraphs organited logically? When
these important questions have been answered, then students can go
on to deal with word choice, sentence construction, transitions, and,
finally, to the details of mechanical correctness.

Several collaborative sessions are advisable, especially .f.the man-
uscript is lengthy. The first session might focus on one or two of the
most essential aspects of the writing, say, basic organization and de-
velopment. Subsequent sessions can be used to examine other aspects
in descending order of importance, saving the "finishing touches" for
last. In this way students will begin to see that writing is more than
merely correct punctuation and spelling.

In collaborative editing, it is helpfid to use checklists in the form
of questions that direct studentS to look for certthn qualities in their
writing. Teachers can develop short checklists for each editing ses-
sion. Each checklist should be specific enough to point students in
the right direction yet flexible enough to allow them to think for them-
selves. At the final editing session, a comprehensive checklist can
be used to complete the ed;ting experience.

The sample checklist below has proven helpful for peer editing in
several high school classes and can easily be adapted for younger or
older students. Selected items can be used for shorter checldists for
preliminary editing sessions.

Composition Checklist

1. Does the title catch the attention of the reader? Will the reader
really know what the cornposqlon contains?

2. Does the composition read smoothly? Are the id,,as presented
logically so that the writer's thoughts are easy to follow?

3: Are there areas of the composition that need greater elaboration
or explanation in order to promote better clarity?

4. Are the paragraphs complete units? Does each paragraph stick
to its topic? Is there a topic sentence in each?
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5. Does one paragraph lead to tbe next? Are transaional words and
phrases used?

6. Does the composition have a clear beginning or intniduction that
lets the reader know what to expect?

7. Does the composition have a :lear conclusion so that the readc:
is not left "hanging"? Are ideas summarized?

8. Does the writer have a specific audience in :nind? Is die compo-
sition really directed toward those potential readers?

9. Does the writer maintain consistent voice and tone?
10. Are conventions of manusc cipt form, spelling, punctuation, and

capitalization maintained? Have mechanical errors been noted for
correction?

Collaborative editing ir an effective strategy for main the transi-
tion from inclividual writing to collaborative_ writing; It is _equally ef-
fective as a free-stam ling _technique in classes that require students
to submit individual fnal compositions. Another variation is to have
students plan a written composition collaboratively, then do the actu-
al drafting individually, and later regroup for collaborative editing;

la addition to language arts classes; collaborative writing and edit-
ing can be used to strengthen writing in the content areas. Indeed;
in any subject that requires students to write, teachers can use col-
laborative writing and editing to bulld solid individual writing skills.
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Selective Correction

The traditiuz.,:al practice of marking every error on a studenes paper
oftcn does mare harm than gOOd. First, it is discourning to the stu-
..!ent; and sN:ond, it provides too much for the student to dezt: with
at one time. A more effeczive practice is seleciae correctzon. To use
selective correction, a teacher might follow these steps.

1. The teacher decides on one or tWo problem areas for concen-
tration prior to correcting a particular writing assignment. For ex-
ample, a teacher might devote one assiglimmt to marking only
capitalization and punctuation errors. On the next assignment only
grammatical errors might be marked. And so on. In each case a tar-
get problem or limited set of errors would be designated for concen-
tration.

2. The teacher then marks only the targett I errors. It is useful if
the teacher puts the target notatior (for example capitalization, nyl-
on sentence, usage, etc.) in the upper left-hand corner of the studer.es
paper to let the student know what type of error has been marked.
Later, students and the teacher can use this target notation as a sort-
ing key when reviewing a portfolio of the studenes writing.

3. When papers are returned to students, the teacher should dis-
cuss the targeted problems and reteach those items in which students
are deficient. Teaelers cannot assume that marking errors equals
teaching. Students often need direct instruction in order to correct
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their errors. This ^.orrection/instruction phase is also an opportunity
for students to work cooperatively, as an extension of prior collabora-
tive writing and eiiting.

Selective correction should not be limited to language mechanics.
Student writing should be marked using marginal comments on more
i'mportant considerations; such as clarity; organization, and develop-
ment. And because a teacher's priorities tell students what is really
important, those more important considerations should receive atten-
tion first and more frequently. Mechanic... correctness should not be
allowed to become the hobgoblin of students' writing endeavors.

As students write more; they should keep a portfolio of their a
signments. Through inriodic reviews of their work; students and the
teher can see that progress is being made; Because progress in a
complex endeavor hke writing comes slowly and in small steps; rtu-
dents sometimes feel they are not improving muctl. By looking l7,ack
at some of their early assignments, students can see just exactly how
far they have really come:

Parents sometimes question selective correction because it rinparts
from the mark-every-arror approach with which they are familiar%
When teachers initially are introduced to this method of correcting
student writing; they too raise questions. Won't marking just some
errors mislead students? How will students improve if their mistakes
are not pointed out to them? Here are some good reasons to keep in
mind for using selective correcion:

Marking every error liscourages young writers; Students should
be expected to malce errors as they learn and practice: Errors in the
mechanical aspects of composition should not diminish the value of
the thought behind the writing;

2; Marking every error gives students too much to deal with at
one time; Many students sincerely want to improve their writing; but
if they make all sorts of mistakes; then marking every error is likely
only to compound their problems: They may not be able to winnow
serious errors from trivial ones or to focus on related types of errors
in order to improve on their own;

3. Because selective correction focmes on target problems; teachers
are able to concentrate instruction on specific problems. If teachers
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use the target corrections as starting points for subsequent direct teach-
ing, then students are more likely to develop the writing skills they
need in order to avoid making the same mistakes in the future.

4. By choosing different targets for different assignments, teachers
can ensure that all the skills that need to be taught are taught but
in bite-size pieces that are easier for students to understand and in-
corporate into their own writing practice.

5. The target notation written at the top of each paper tells students
and parents which types of errors are being marked and serves notice
that selective correction is being used. This makes it clear to students
and their parents that the teacher has not merely missed other errors.

6. A distinction must Ue made between marking errors and grad-
ing. Marking errors in student writing is designed to help students
recognize and correct writing problems. Assigning grades is for the
purpose of evaluating the final product. This distinction must be made
clear to students.

There are a couple of grading practices that are compatible with the
process approach to writing instruction. The first is holistic grading n
which an overall assessment score is given for a iiece of writing but nc
individual errors are marked. The second is portfolio grading in which
sets of student papers are graded at specific intervals over a period of
time. BOth practices tend to diminish the importance of grades per se so
that more attention can b-e paid to selective correction as a facet of the
writing process in v. hich written prOducts are primarily for practice.

Selective correction is an effective technique not only for students
in all grades and in all disciplines btu for busy teachers as well, be=
cause it involves more efficient use of their time. Obviously, it takes
less time to mark only one or two types of mistakes in paper than
it does to mark all the mistakes. But the technique does more than
that; selective correaion targets needed follow-up teaching. And if
selective correction shows that students have mastered a certain skill,
then the teacher can focus on other skills where further instruction
is needed. Teachers who use selective correction will find that they
spend less time marking papers and thus can require more writing
assignrnentS from students. In this way students gain more practice
at writing, and practice is necessary for learning to write well.
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Spelling Improvement Through Writing

Afew words abbut apelling are in order.:Alrnost all children, when
they are intent on writing, Will Make up their own spellings with vary-
ing degrees of phonetic legitimacy. As students mature as writers,
they gradUally replace individtial spellings with standard spellings.
consequently, teachers should not be-overly demanding in the early
yeats with regard to proper spellingof all words in students' writing.

Oh the other hand, teachers should expect correct spelling of words
with which students are &Millar. Teachers can circle spelling errors
of common sight worth and recent word acquisitions in specifk sub-
jects, while correcting or ignoring misspellings of wordS with which
students are not likely to he &Milian Per example, if a young stu-
dent writes, "Were did the bbys go in Mischigun?" the teacher_ might
circle the student's misspellingof where but ignore or correct the stu-
dent's attempt at frfiehigan. This approach can bi uS&1 at the elemen-
tary school level; bUt hegnming in middle school, students ustially
can he held accountable for alinost all spelling. By this time students
should be _proficient in the use of the dictionaty so they nolonger
nezd to rely on guesswork or their own phonetics when spelling an
unfamiliar word.

As with other elementa of writing, the principle of selective cor-
rection should be applied; tb spelling. The student whose paper is
"bleeding" with red marks fot misspelled words is likely to get the
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message that the process of writing is fundamentally lne of avoiding
misspellings. That is not, of course, what writing is all &out. Teachers
should avoid sending this message.

At all grade levels, student writing can feed spellingdevelopment.
Misspelled words that persist through several cycles of selective cor-
rection can be used to generate individual spelling lists for students,
and these individual lists sometimes can tie pooled for group spelling
practice. Also, students can anticipate their spelling needs in the
prewriting stage by looking up ahead of time the words they plan to
use in their writing. For example, when writing in the content areas,
such as history, science, music, and the arts, students can compile
in advance a list of the specialized terms they plan to use. This will
expedite their writing during the draftin6 stage.
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Some Final Thoughts

The key to using the model for writing instruction advocated here
is understanding that product should inform not direct process. By
examining students' written products, teachers have a rudimentary di-
agnostic tool for understanding the process of writing. Prodvets can
say something about process, not everything. To use a clichti, the prcid-
uct is merely the tip of the iceberg. Teachers who put too much faith
in only what they can see are likeli to suffer the fate of the Titanic.

Teachers who want to teach writing well need to write themselves.
They reed to wrestle with ideas and form them into sentences and
paragraphs that communicate to real audiences: They will not neces-
sarily find any magic formula for teaching when they write them-
selves; but in examining their own struggles, they will gain insights
into the process of writing with which their students must grapple;

In the final analysis; it is doubtful that anyone ca: teadt others how
to write successfully; What teachers can do is help students to exam-
ine the ways others have found to write successfully; to examine the
ways the students themselves think and work at writing, and to en-
courage them to develop their own unique paths to successful writing;
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Suggested Resources

The following books_are part of the growing body of literature foctiS-
ing on the process dimensions of writing and writing instruction.
Teachers at all grade levc's will find topics of interest related to those
discussed in this fastback:

Butler, A., and Turbill, J. Towards a Reading-Writing Classroom.
Roseberry, Australia: Primary Engli§h Teaching Assmiation,
1985.

Calkins, L. The Art Of Tedching Writing. Port§mouth, N.H.:
Heinemann Educational BOOS, 1986.

Graves, D., and Sthart, V. Write froth the Start. New York: E.P.
Dutton, 1985.

Haley-James, S., ed. Perspectives on Writihg In GradeS 1-8. Urbana,
ill National Council of Teacher§ of Engllsh,_1981.

Hansen, J.; Newkirk, T.; and Graves, D., edS. Breaking Ground:
Teachers Relate Reading and Writing in the Elementary Sehool.
Portsmouth, N.H.: Heinemann Educational Rocks, 1985.

Hays, J., et al., eds. The Writer's Mihd: Writing as a_Mode_ ce. Think-
ing. Urbana, ill National Council of Teacher§ Of Engli§h, 1983.

Koch, C., and Brazil, J. Stratekiers fOr Tedching the Composing Pro-
cess. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of Teachett Of Engli§h, 1978.

McCuen, J., and Winkler, A., eds. ReadihgSfOr Writers. 4th ed. NeW
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1983.
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